
       Emma liked                                         . She liked to cuddle with Mom on

the                                            . Mom would read the                                         . 

They would eat                                    . They would laugh and pretend.
 POP
CORN

 POP
CORN

       Today it was Emma’s turn to read a                                         . Emma was

scared. What if she forgot the words? 

       Emma did a good job. Mom gave her                                     . Mom also 

gave her a special treat. A                                       !

 POP
CORN

 POP
CORN

       Emma asked if she could read a                                       every day. Mom 

liked that plan.

A noun is a word that refers to a person, place, animal, thing, or

an idea.

Fill in the blanks with nouns that refer to the images shown.
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       The                                         was about a                                          . The

                                        chased a                                      . Did the             

                            catch the                                      ? Yes!
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       Emma liked                                         . She liked to cuddle with Mom on

the                                            . Mom would read the                                         . 

They would eat                                    . They would laugh and pretend.
 POP
CORN

 POP
CORN

couch

popcorn

books

books

       Today it was Emma’s turn to read a                                         . Emma was

scared. What if she forgot the words? 

book

       Emma did a good job. Mom gave her                                     . Mom also 

gave her a special treat. A                                       !

popcorn

cookie

 POP
CORN

 POP
CORN

       Emma asked if she could read a                                       every day. Mom 

liked that plan.

book

A noun is a word that refers to a person, place, animal, thing, or

an idea.

Fill in the blanks with nouns that refer to the images shown.
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Nouns

       The                                         was about a                                          . The

                                        chased a                                      . Did the             

                            catch the                                      ? Yes!

book

ball

ball

dog

dog

dog
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